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As part of the Louis L’Amour’s Lost Treasures series, this edition contains exclusive bonus
materials!For thousands of years the lonely canyon knew only wind and rain, wild animals, and
an occasional native hunter. Then a trapper found a chunk of gold, and everything changed
overnight.In six days a town called Confusion appeared . . . and on the seventh it could
disappear, consumed by the flames of lawlessness and violence. On one side are those who
understand only brute force. On the other are men who want law and order but are ready to use
a noose to achieve their ends. Between them stand Matt Coburn and Dick Felton: one a
hardened realist, the other an idealist trying to dig a fortune from the muddy hillside.
Outnumbered and outgunned, Felton and Coburn can’t afford to be outmaneuvered. For as the
two unlikely allies confront corruption, betrayal, and murder in an attempt to tame a town where
the discovery of gold can mean either the fortune of a lifetime or a sentence of death, they
realize that any move could be their last. Louis L’Amour’s Lost Treasures is a project created to
release some of the author’s more unconventional manuscripts from the family archives.In Louis
L’Amour’s Lost Treasures: Volume 1 and Louis L’Amour’s Lost Treasures: Volume 2, Beau
L’Amour takes the reader on a guided tour through many of the finished and unfinished short
stories, novels, and treatments that his father was never able to publish during his lifetime.
L’Amour’s never-before-seen first novel, No Traveller Returns, faithfully completed for this
program, is a voyage into danger and violence on the high seas. Additionally, many beloved
classics will be rereleased with an exclusive Lost Treasures postscript featuring previously
unpublished material, including outlines, plot notes, and alternate drafts. These postscripts tell
the story behind the stories that millions of readers have come to know and cherish.



The Empty Land is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are the products
of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual events, locales, or
persons, living or dead, is entirely coincidental.Copyright © 1969 by Louis D. & Katherine E.
L’Amour 1983 TrustPostscript by Beau L’Amour Copyright © 2021 by Beau L’AmourAll rights
reserved.Published in the United States by Bantam Books, an imprint of Random House, a
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L’AmourCHAPTER 1In Europe, Pope Gregory the Great had died, in Ireland the Golden Age of
scholarship was at its height, and on the Continent the Merovingian kings ruled much of what is
now Germany and France.In Southeast Asia the little kingdom of Champa, now called South
Vietnam, was locked in a life-and-death struggle for its independence, with China and what is
now North Vietnam.It was the seventh century, and the great T’ang dynasty was rising in China,
while across the Asian continent a relatively unknown young man named Mohammed sat
meditating in Mecca, conceiving the religious teachings that were to dominate civilization for the
next seven hundred years.In what was someday to be known as western Utah, a hungry coyote
trotted across a barren slope.The coyote had no awareness of history beyond the memory of
where his food had been obtained in the past, nor had he any realization of the sequence of
events he was soon to start in motion, a sequence that was to enrich several men and at least
one woman, and was to bring sudden and violent death by bullet or blade to at least forty
men.All of that lay more than eleven hundred years in the future, but it was the coyote that began
it.The desert slope across which the coyote trotted was no different to the eye from a thousand
other such slopes, falling steeply away to a boulder-strewn wash that remained dry except after
the infrequent rains, when it might run six to eight feet deep with rushing water, only to dwindle
away to nothing in an hour or so.The slope itself was a litter of sand, broken rock, low-growing
brush and an occasional juniper.There was nothing to draw the attention, even less to hold it.
There was only the deep green of the junipers against the sand-colored slope, broken here and
there by the broken teeth of exposed ledges or outcroppings.Over the centuries the slope had
remained relatively unchanged. A rock rolled here, a cedar sprang up over yonder, a bush died,
a passing animal left droppings. The sun and the wind moved over the slope.The coyote
remembered a chipmunk that lived somewhere near the crest. It was a very wily chipmunk, but
the coyote was passing his way and might prove luckier than in the past.Wise in the ways of



coyotes, the chipmunk was alert to his coming and, not averse to a little game of tease and tag,
waited until the coyote charged, then flipped his tail and ducked into a hole.Whining with
eagerness, the coyote dug at the hole, scattering sand and gravel behind him. Then his claws
scraped on rock, uncovering a narrow crack, much too small for a coyote, but perfect for a
chipmunk.Frustrated and furious, the coyote gnawed at the edges of rock, breaking off a few
brittle flakes; after that he trotted around behind, searching for another approach, but there was
none.Finally, after much restless pacing and some useless digging, the coyote gave up,
deciding the small bite the chipmunk offered was unworthy of so much effort, and he trotted off,
pausing only occasionally for a backward glance.Two months later, it rained. The earth was still
loose where the coyote had dug, and the trickle of water off the outcropping came eagerly upon
it, filling the hole, then trickling over the edge and starting a tiny stream that hurried down the
slope to join the large waters rushing through the wash. The tiny stream carried along with it a
small burden of silt and sand, mingled with some minute fragments from the rock, broken off by
the teeth of the coyote. When the flash flood ran itself out, the flakes were dropped and left lying
to mingle with the sand.Over the years rains pounded at the slope, and the wind worried it. A
juniper seed fell into the crack in the rock, found some slight nourishment, and grew. Water from
a late fall rain fell into the crack, a norther froze it, and the expanding ice split the crack still wider.
The growing juniper, over the many years, thickened its roots, pushing hard against the rock until
it split, and the slab on the downhill side fell, turned over, and lay still.The inner side of the slab
was pressed tightly to the face of the slope. The exposed side, partly covered by the juniper
roots, was seamed with bright streaks that ran like jagged lightning through the crumbling
quartz.A hundred years later, another coyote paused in the shade of the juniper, whose boughs
now overhung the rock. He nibbled at some of the dry, hard-seeded fruits of the juniper, and
rested for a while on the mat of leaves, berries, and shredded bark that had fallen from the tree.
—It was in the fall of 1824 that a trapper crossing the arid slope toward the tree-clad mountains
beyond the next valley, made a brief pause in the juniper shade. The dribble of water from the
rock had widened the coyote-dug hole into a gully that at the top was several feet deep, and
deepened steadily as it cut into the slope. This cut offered a shield for the fire he built to make
coffee.Seated over the dying coals, nursing his cup of coffee, he idly sifted some rocks through
his fingers. One fragment threw a tiny gleam into his eyes. Turning it in his fingers, he found the
small rock was laced with a golden material.The trapper had never seen gold except in the
wedding ring of his mother, but he pocketed the nugget and forgot it when he moved off next
morning.For nineteen years he carried it for a pocket piece, believing it brought him luck. In 1843
he tossed the nugget into a trunk and settled down to running a tavern in a small Missouri town.
He married, built a livery stable at the tavern, and forgot the nugget in the trunk. But within its tiny
golden heart lay something explosive and violent, something that lay dormant now, but would
one day shatter the Nevada-Utah nights with gunfire.The trapper’s tavern and livery stable
brought him affluence, his wife brought him a son. In 1849 he supplied gold-seekers bound for
California, but cholera swept the plains and he lost his wife and son.Through all the years of



success and sadness he remembered the land he had seen years before. It lived in his mind,
and often with eyes closed he felt again the movement of a good horse, the sound of the wind in
the grass or the cedars, the running water, the smell of dust and pines and gunpowder.He
remembered a land unpeopled and still, flecked with cloud shadow. He recalled the great red-
walled canyons dotted with the deep green of cedar, or the high ridges golden with autumn’s gift
to the aspen. The towering, snowclad hills, the dancing mirage of the desert, the look of a
Blackfoot’s chest in the sights of a long Kentucky rifle, these he could not forget.Finally he sold
the tavern and the stable. He was a man growing old, but a man still strong, and a man who
knew where his heart was. “You’ll die out there, Jim,” they warned him, and he smiled.Of
course…on some dusty slope under the horns of a wounded buffalo or the claws of a grizzly on
a mountain trail, or with an arrow in his guts. He might make his final stand on some lonely hill
like an old bull, harried by wolves.“Before I die, boys, I’ll hear the wild geese call beyond the
Green. I’ll follow the tracks of elk and bear once more, smell the crushed cedar, and the hay of
the wild meadows.”He emptied his glass and filled it again. “I like it here, but you’ve never seen
the sun set over the Teton peaks, or looked across the vast beauty of House Rock Valley from
the ridge. I’m sorry to leave you, boys, but I’m a-going back.”—The trapper was camped on the
Sweetwater before he mentioned the nugget to anyone. With him were four good men who had
come together in the way such men will who have a common purpose, and a common feeling for
the same things. They were all together that night, but the one he talked to was young Dick
Felton.Felton was the kind of young man he would have wished his son to be, a strong, fine man
of courage and principle, who always did his share of what was to be done, and did not wait to
be asked. It was Felton to whom he showed the nugget now.“No question about it.” Felton was
positive, and he knew about such things. “That’s gold. You locate that claim and you will have
nothing to worry about.”The trapper tossed the nugget in his palm. “I will tell you boys where it is,
and you can share and share alike. All I want from this country is what it is giving me now.”“It has
been many years,” said Felton. “Are you sure you can remember?”“For a mountain man it is like
walking to the corner store. Once you have been there, you can go back.”But the trapper did not
live to see the place a second time. He was off on the flank of his party looking for game. He
found an antelope, and the Utes found him. He got off one shot and went down fighting and
calling them names in their own tongue. The warriors knew him, so they did not strip or mutilate
the body.Felton came upon the body when the grass was still fresh with morning, and they
buried him on a sunwarmed southern slope with a cedar tree for a marker, and Felton led the
way west.A week later they lost Downey to another Ute raid, but Felton, Cohan, and Zeller went
on their way to the trapper’s mountain. They knew what to look for. From the spot where the
trapper had picked up the nugget they would be able to look due west to the mountain peak with
the glacier. It would be the tallest peak in sight.Dan Cohan was a Dublin Irishman who had come
west as Union Pacific track-layer, and had then become a teamster, and finally a miner. Zeller
was a Dutchman, slow, powerful, stampeded by neither success nor failure. While one man of
the three kept to high ground to look out for Indians, the others worked the dry washes for



color.Early in April Zeller took two pans from a bench on the inside bend of a wash, and both
showed color. One fragment was rough, indicating it had come no great distance.“I’ve got a
feeling,” Felton said that night in camp.“Yah, idt looks goodt.”Cohan shrugged. “We’ve taken
rough samples before.”It was noon when they found the place under a blue sky dotted with
puffballs of cumulus that left small shadows on the hills. A ragged gully dropped half a mile down
a slope into a wash, and Zeller showed them the pan. In the bottom were a dozen fragments,
some of fair size, and all showing color. A second pan was even better.Without comment, Zeller
walked past the mouth of the gully and took a sample from the hollow under a rock. Gold, but
very little…two more pans further up tested nothing at all.They were cautious men who had
learned the hard way. At daybreak the next day they worked up the gully, every pan showing
good color. Shortly before noon Felton suggested a break, and he seated himself on a slab of
rock in the shade of a gnarled and ancient cedar. He propped his feet against a rock and lit his
pipe.He smoked the pipe through, scanning the hills for signs of movement. Turning his head, he
could look due west to the peak with the glacier. And then he leaned over to knock out his pipe,
and there it was. A chunk of rock literally seamed with gold.CHAPTER 2Felton handed the
quartz to Zeller while Cohan looked on. This was it, and they all knew it. While Zeller examined
the rock, Felton began uncovering the broken slab. The quartz sparkled and shone.“Jewelry
rock,” Cohan said, reverently.Their hearts pounding, their mouths dry, they checked it out. Zeller
took samples along the outcropping while Cohan paced it off. The title ledge was exposed
almost to the crest, then reappeared on the other side.Felton filled his pipe and kept his
composure in spite of his excitement. “I’d better go to Carson. We will want a legal filing, and we
will need supplies.”“I shall locadte the claims,” Zeller said. “Dan is a bedter shot dan me. He vil
standt guard.”Cohan walked back and, hands on hips, explained the nature of the outcropping
and its extent. “Nothing to show until you break down inside, and then it is rich, just like here.”“All
claims as equal partners. Right?” Felton said.“Have you seen what happens?” Cohan asked.
“They’ll come a-runnin’, the good and the bad.”“We will have a town,” Felton agreed. “We must
think of that. We should choose a site, lay out some lots and a street.”Cohan indicated a bench
two hundred yards down the slope. “There…how about that?”Felton nodded. “I’ll saddle up,” he
said. “It is a long ride to Carson.”It was a lonely, sun-blasted land. The mountains where their
claims lay were cut by a myriad of canyons and arroyos, without pattern or system. Streams had
formed them long ago, earthquakes had altered them, and then other streams had made their
own changes.Alone, Zeller and Cohan studied the land, kept watch for Utes, developed their
claims, suffered the heat, and longed for the coolness of the distant mountain.Three weeks to
the day after his leave-taking, Felton returned. He rode into camp, and on the trail behind him
they could see two big wagons, loaded with goods. The rush had begun.The first wagon was in
and half unloaded when Zeller pointed down the trail where a long cloud of dust hung in the still
air. “Here dey coom. Now ve get idt.”“They’ll come in handy if the Utes should come a-callin’,”
Cohan responded.The first wagon was high-sided and covered with a tarp. The driver swung
into the makeshift street, then he saw the staked lots. “What’s those?” he demanded.“City lots,”



Cohan replied, “and cheap at two hundred dollars the lot.”The driver was a portly man with a
black mustache. The three men knew who he was, and they were glad to have him come. “You
fellers ain’t missin’ much, are you?” he said, and he pointed toward the rough hillside with his
whipstock. “I don’t see any stakes there.”“Help yourself, Buckwalter,” Felton said.The man swung
his team expertly into position, backed up and got down. The wagon canted at an angle, but he
lowered the tail-gate, and with surprising ease swung one of the barrels into position. He hung a
tin cup on the spigot.“Two-bits a throw,” he suggested.Dan Cohan started to get up, but
Buckwalter lifted a hand. “I want business, but not that bad. I just remembered. Big Thompson is
in that crowd. If you’ve got yourself a good claim you’d better stay sober.”“Who is Big
Thompson?” Felton asked.“He never files a claim,” Cohan said. “He just jumps one that is
already proved, but you’d best not say that unless you’ve got a gun in your hand and somebody
to cover your back.”“Doesn’t anybody make a fight?”“A few have tried it. None of them lasted
very long.”“Iss no vun so fast, den?”“Matt Coburn is,” Buckwalter replied, “and he’s a good man.
I’d feel better if he was here. This is going to be his kind of town.”“This is our town,” Felton said
stiffly. “We will have no gunfighters here.”“You’re dreamin’.” Cohan spoke roughly. “I know this
kind of crowd. So does Buckwalter. There will be some good minin’ men, and there will be a lot
of honest amateurs, but they’ll be outnumbered by the rowdies, the gamblers, the killers, the
sneak thieves, short-card artists, and cutthroats. There will be women in the crowd who have
made every boom camp in the West, some of them tough enough to whip any two men in camp,
and ready to do it.”“He’s right,” Buckwalter agreed. “I like your sentiments, son, but you can’t pick
an’ choose.”“We want a church and a school,” Felton insisted. “We want a city council, and we
want law and order.”Buckwalter glanced at Cohan. “Where’s this boy been? He isn’t dry behind
the ears yet.”“He’s a good man, Buck, and he will stand for what he believes.”“Then he’d better
be good with a gun, too. Or else he’d better send for Coburn.”After a few minutes of silence,
Buckwalter went on, “You will have one friend in the crowd who will stand hitched, Felton.
Sturdevant Fife is coming up the trail with his printing press. He’s a law-and-order man, and he
runs his newspaper with a sawed-off shotgun on his desk.”Hundreds of belted men were coming
up the trail, men booted, unshaved, and wild, coming up the high-road to hell. If they did not find
their ticket in this town they would in the next.Dusty and rough, they came in off the trail, riding
horseback, driving wagons…arriving by every kind of moving rig.Within the hour Buckwalter had
emptied his first barrel and sold it for thirty dollars to a gambler with a three-card monte game.
Another man bought a lot, set up a tent, hung out his sign, and began selling miner’s
supplies.“That’s Jim Gage,” Cohan said. “He never misses a boom town, he does a land-office
business, then moves on. He’s a good judge of booms, and when he sells out you know you’re
through. He will be a law-and-order man, too.”“How duss he know?” Zeller asked.“Instinct, I
guess. Anyway, when the roof falls in, he’s always gone.”By nightfall three hundred men were
camping or building along the slope. Of the twenty lots Zeller had staked out, twelve had been
sold and two of them resold for bigger money.It was just short of dark when four horsemen
turned into the street and rode up to where Zeller and Felton sat. The man riding the lead horse



was a huge bearded, burly man with small hard eyes.Cohan stepped out, his Winchester in his
hand, the muzzle holding on the big man’s belt buckle. “You lookin’ for somebody,
Thompson?”The big man stared hard, but the Irishman’s eyes were steady. Thompson shifted
his attention to Felton, who was also holding a rifle. Zeller, a little to one side, had removed a
blanket from his shotgun.“Just a place to camp.” Thompson smiled affably. “I figured this was
away from the noise and bustle.”“It’s staked and filed land, Thompson.”“All we want is a place to
camp.”“There was a Swede in Placerville who let you camp on his claim, an’ when morning
came he was gone. You said he’d sold you the claim and pulled out. I was there, Thompson. I
helped dig up the body.”“Tell that story, and I’ll kill you.”“I’ve told it. Now you start ridin’—right
now!”He eared back the hammer and Thompson stared at him, then spat. He turned slowly,
taking his time, and went away down the slope, followed by the three other riders.“He vill kill you
if he can,” Zeller said.“We must have a town marshal,” Felton said. “We can’t have that sort of
thing.”“You’ll get no marshal. Not when they hear that Big Thompson and Peggoty Gorman are in
town. They eat marshals for breakfast,” Cohan said.“They should be ordered out of town.”“Don’t
try it, Dick. I know you’re game, but you’re not that good and you’re not that fast.”“And Coburn
is?”“If any man is.”“He’d be another Thompson, then.”“Not Matt Coburn,” Buckwalter said. “I’d
stake my life on him. In fact,” he said wryly, “I already have. Several times.”—Dick Felton watched
the slope spring into life as lamps and lanterns were lighted, with here and there a campfire. One
huge tent had just gone up, one of the tents such as housed the gambling hells that were to be
found at the end of track when the Union Pacific was building. Men were still driving stakes, and
already there was the sound of a music box from the tent, and the clink of glasses.“Well,” Cohan
said, “you’ve got your town.”“We’ll need a council. What do you say to Buckwalter?”“All right. And
Gage, if he will come in.”“I want you too, Dan.”“Take Zeller. He’s a more cautious man.”“No.”
Zeller’s refusal was definite. “I know not dees mans. Undt I must vork.”“Who else?”“Fife, if you
can get him. He may prefer to stay out, but even if he does you may get a name or two from
him.”“The town should have a name.”Cohan chuckled. “By the look of it now, I can think of only
one name—Confusion. Anyway, that’s what they call these mountains.”“Confusion it is. But you’ll
see. It will be a different town in a few days.”Cohan glanced at Felton, but said nothing. There
was no use trying to explain to a man from the East, even one as knowing and generally capable
as Dick Felton. Even after you had seen a boom town you could not believe it. You had to live
through a few of them, as he had.Dawn broke to the sound of picks on the slope, and of
hammers and saws in the town. Several wagons had brought dismantled buildings, which were
now being raised into position, nailed together, and opened for business. The saloons, gambling
houses, supply stores, and assayers were among the first.With the money from the sale of lots,
Felton hired three men to work with Zeller on their claims. Cohan and Felton took turns standing
guard.When Felton finished his shift as guard he went down the slope to talk to Sturdevant Fife.
Pausing in the doorway to watch the street, he heard a sudden burst of gunfire.A man, reeling
and bloody, fell backwards from the door of the big gambling tent. He toppled into the dust, gun
in hand, and struggled to rise. From the tent stepped a man in his shirt sleeves, a slender,



handsome man with a cold, cruel face. Before the wounded man could rise, the gambler took
careful aim and shot him through the head.Felton started forward, but a hand from the tent
caught his arm. It was Fife. “I know what you’re thinkin’, boy, but don’t say it. He’ll kill you.”“That
was murder!”“Keep your voice down, son. The dead man was armed, so they would never call it
murder. You’ve got to remember when you pack a gun, you’re fair game. That’s Nathan
Bly.”“Nathan Bly? Here?”“Why not? He smells gold, boy. He’s a gambler, and a good one. That
dead feller probably thought he caught him cheatin’. Well, he never caught him. I ain’t sayin’ Bly
wouldn’t deal a few off the bottom if it suited him, but he’s too good to get caught at it.”Felton
followed Fife into the tent. He glanced at the type set up on the table:…MEN KILLED ON THE
FIRST DAY“I’m leavin’ the number open. The day ain’t over yet.”“Fife, I want a city council of
responsible men,” Felton said. “Will you join us?”“It ain’t fitten, son. I want to stand clear to call
names and tell you when you’re wrong. But if you’re right, I will say that too.”He studied the type
through his steel-rimmed glasses, then looked at Felton over them. “There’s a mighty lot about
grammar that I don’t know, and a lot of book learnin’ I’ll never have, but I know what I figure to be
honest, and I’ll say it.“I found this here press in a cabin with the owner dyin’ of a gunshot. He give
it to me for buryin’ him decent, with the promise that I tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothin’
but the truth. That’s what I’ve done.”“I like that,” Felton replied. “And any time you think I am
wrong, you say it.”For a few minutes there was silence. Somebody in the street was dragging the
body of the dead man out of the way.“We must have law here,” Felton said. “Can you recommend
anybody?”“Can’t help you, boy. I might want to call him names, or tell him he’s done a wrong
thing.”“I’ve heard about a man named Coburn.”“No.”Felton was surprised. “No?”“Matt Coburn is
a fine man, and maybe the best hand with a gun I ever did see, and I’ve seen a-plenty. He has
nerve, but most of all he has judgment.”“Why not, then?”“Matt’s been like a son to me, and I
don’t like what this can do to him. You can’t run a town like this without killin’, an’ I don’t wish for
Matt Coburn to kill anybody else.”On the fourth day Felton took a team and a borrowed plow and
ripped up the street. Then with a drag borrowed from the same source, he graded the street as
best he could, considering the rocks and the steepness of the hill.“You’ll get no thanks for that,”
Cohan said to him. “All they want is to get rich and get out.”Sturdevant Fife wrote an editorial
about the grading, and demanded that all citizens try to keep the street free of bottles.By the
night of the fifth day there had been seven shootings, two of them fatal, and one man killed by a
knife. Wilson, who had sold half of his claim to Big Thompson, disappeared.“Got tired of it,”
Thompson said solemnly. “He’s gone back to Washoe.”Every night there were fist fights, and
shooting at all hours, and one tent set afire by a poor loser in a poker game.Outside of town
there was a hold up, and the stage—the first one that came into Confusion—was also held up
and robbed.And then Matt Coburn rode into town.CHAPTER 3He rode up the street in the
freshness of morning before the sun was up, and he did not stop in the lower street, but rode on
to the crest of the ridge, where he turned in his saddle to study the layout of the town and the
country around.Dick Felton was taking samples from that part of the Discovery claim that lay
beyond the ridge, which was actually a second claim, known as Discovery II. He heard the



horse, and looked around to see the rider outlined against the morning sky.He was a tall young
man, as tall as Felton himself, but heavier in the chest and shoulders. He wore a battered black
hat, and a black coat over a faded red shirt. Felton could see the holster on his hip and what
looked like the bulk of another six-shooter tucked behind his waistband.“Any luck?” the rider
asked.“This is the Discovery claim, or part of it,” Felton replied shortly. “It’s a good one.”“You’re
Felton, then?”“Yes.” For some reason Felton was irritated. “What can I do for you?”“I’m just
passing by.” He indicated the town. “I like to look at new towns, to wonder how long they will
last.”“This one will.”“Maybe. Silver and gold are unreliable—they come and they go. It takes more
than a mine to make a town.”“What it takes,” Felton replied, “we’ve got.”The stranger laughed,
and Felton started to speak angrily, then swallowed his irritation and picked up his samples and
pick.The rider had started to move off, but he drew up and indicated the mountain with the
glacier. “I like that. I think that’s where I’ll go.”Felton looked toward the mountain. He had often
looked upon it during the past few days. “That’s where the trapper was going who first found gold
here,” he commented. “He wasn’t even sure it was gold.”“What he found over there would be
better. Is there anyone there?”“I doubt it. I heard there was some woman had a cattle outfit at the
foot of the hills, but that’s unlikely. This is Ute country.”“You never can tell about a woman. Some
of them have more built-in nerve than a body would expect.”Without a backward glance, he rode
away, and Felton went back to camp. Cohan was frying meat. He indicated the rider with a bob of
his head. “What did he have to say?”“He’s riding on.”“Well, you met him, anyway.”“Met who? He
didn’t offer his name.”“That was Matt Coburn.”Felton sat down abruptly. Matt Coburn!“I’m sorry to
see him go,” Cohan said. “He’s a good man, and before this is over we’ll need him the worst
way.”“We don’t want him. Not his kind.”Cohan merely shrugged and went to the pot for coffee.
Felton still felt irritated. Suppose this was his first boom town? There was violence, but he had
expected that. He had worked in timber-cutting crews as a boy, and he knew about a rough
crowd. He said as much.“The trouble is,” Cohan replied, “those boys you knew didn’t pack six-
shooters. You’ll find some of that lot here too, but they’re pretty small potatoes.”—Matt Coburn
held to no trail, preferring to make his own way into the Snake Valley. He was not in any hurry,
and he had no destination, which was just the trouble. There never had been a destination, and
a man just had to be heading for something, somewhere, if he figured to amount to anything.
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Robert J. Mack, “How the West Was Won. Never read a Louis L’Amour novel about the West until
into my 71st year. What a fool I was not to have read him sooner. This particular story, The Empty
Land, could have been made as a film by Akira Kurosawa, whom I am familiar with. It also
reminded me of director Fred Zinnemann and writer/producer Carl Foreman’s High Noon in its
depiction of a lonely marshal against the odds. But movies and novels are different mediums
with different agendas and parameters. This is why many who read the book first are
disappointed that the subsequent movie didn’t do as much. Well, it can’t, given the usual two-
hour parameter of a film. The interesting thing about this novel is that L’Amour has such a visual
sense when writing that you feel as if you are in Confusion, the name of the Utah gold-mining
boom town in the book, and tackling the things those residents, gunfighters, and gold seekers
tackle. The author puts you vividly in the picture, especially in his dazzling depictions of
gunfights that invariably occur in a nascent boom town in the 1870s.In terms of themes, L’ Amour
has an imposing one in this novel even though you recognize it as a theme in many a Western. It
is really about being a warrior and our relationship with warriors. So, it could easily be about a
Samurai warrior in Japan during that country’s feudal period, à la Kurosawa. It is a timely topic
indeed considering that the movie American Sniper is breaking box-office records. But The
Empty Land was published in 1969, so Louis was ahead of the curve as far as Eastwood is
concerned but benefitted from the Samurai movies of Kurosawa and 1952’s High Noon. No
matter. This is a universal theme that L’Amour mines extremely well and examines it for us to
think about well after the tale is told.Never have I thought that a Western novel would open with
descriptions of the world in the seventh century. But L’Amour does this and to great effect. In
addition, the pace of the novel is like a galloping pinto stallion, befitting a shoot-‘em-up.
Furthermore, the author’s style is unpretentious and engaging. You want to know what happens
to all the characters because L’Amour makes them so intriguing.Louis L’Amour was the first
novelist ever to be awarded the Congressional Gold medal by Congress in honor of his life’s
work, and in 1984, he was awarded the Medal of Freedom by President Ronald Reagan. This is
my first Louis L’Amour Western novel, and I recommend it highly. Looking forward to reading his
other works. Better get started. He has 121 books published, 90 of them novels.”

The Gunny, “Another great western!!. Another great western with a story to tell. A wild ride to the
end. The growing pains of a life in the west in a new town, with hardships, and death because of
lawless men who just want to take instead of work and build. Wish I lived back then. I would liked
to have live during that time because I've always been a cowboy at heart. Hope you enjoy this
story as much as I did!!!”

Wendy K., “L'Amour - Master Painter With Words. Louis L'Amour is my favorite author. I started
reading his books about 36 years ago and they are the rare ones that I can read over and over



again and never get tired of. Mr. L'Amour had the rare talent and ability to paint a picture with
words so well you can almost put yourself right in the scene. It helps that I grew up in the West
and familiar with the land, animals, and plant life but L'Amour's ability with words could put me
right in the desert or in the mountains with his characters. His characters are always strong,
sometimes colorful, and always there is something to learn from them. They were the stuff
people in the West were made of. The main character in this story was no different, faced with
enemies on all sides he proved to be a survivor. A great read.”

Book guy, “The Empty Land review. A good read. Once again, the author painstakingly prepares
the reader for much more than a conflict of men, or good/evil stories. We are able to feel the
rocky uneven ground under our feet. Feel the blows of fist fighting, and picture the boom town
birth and near demise. These novels hold up well over time.”

Michael D. Anderson, “Western Politics. Modern day man is not aware what makes this
country(USA) what it is today! Humanity came to this country seeking freedom, opportunities to
be free, to be at peace, but at what cost? Our forefathers traveled this country coast to coast
struggling daily day by day to find peace & sanctuary in a new and unforgiving land! Struggling
courageously to find their niche. To this all but a few are aware of COST! God Bless America”

Part-Time Cowboy, “My Favorite Louis L'Amour Story Thus Far. Although the story started slow,
once it came to life, it really came to life. Great characters, lots of action, and the main
character's sober reflections all the way through. A well-developed story.”

Cassandra Morrison, “America's Storyteller. We who will always be his fans have been calling
Mr . L'Amour that since who flung the chunk and this here book is one the reasons why.I love it
and highly recommend it!”

N H., “Great. You never can go wrong with Louis L'amour!Have read and rereading timesS
booksrtIf you like history and real locations you'll like his booksHis characters are very reflective
of the time and place in our history.”

Nan, “Good yarn as usual. Enjoyable read as are all this author's books being Westerns. Just the
kind of relaxation before falling asleep. Usual detailed descriptions of life out there as it must
have been ,appealing to both lawless and law abiding citizens,. Good boxing descriptions of
fights, blow by blow . Up to reader to imagine the sights and smells and sounds that pepper the
story but the actual story is nice to say the least. You get the obligatory good guy hero, the goody
two shoes heroine, the naughty lady, the villains ,the jhoipoloi characters that tried to build new
towns by gold mines etc, definitely well ahead of say Zane Grey and easy to read but absorbing
as L'Amours books always are.”



Joan Harris, “My husband favourite book.. My husband likes his books by Louis l’Amours,”

Jimmy Dixon another cracking set of stories about the adventures of the crockett brothers travels
in, “The empty land. An excellent tale showing how hard it was to survive in those early hard
days. It took very hard and strong men to bring peace to the west in its infancy .”

Jude, “AN AVID FAN. This book was bought as gift for a Louis L'Amour fan who enjoys every
book  he's read by this author.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Very good Western, if you like Westerns.”

The book by Louis L'Amour has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 383 people have provided feedback.
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